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“It’s Cool, Don’t Worry” lyrics….(explanation of our thoughts are in parenthesis, to “bring it in”, as we 

say----we have all been through a lot together, and if we are new friends…we are glad to know you and 

feel better, lets make sure to give eachother breathing room..…love and discernment…we can only do 

our best…and take care…lets bring our respect and self… back to ourselves….a car can’t fix itself in a 

garage…it takes effort…for those of us that know…community effort…just like learning to calm down 

and not rush though things…or humans have to learn the tough way…oh, and a special love to “get him 

outa thayahhhh”  Oh and to “California Copy, paper and reading/research gently over time is fun” ) 

 

Intro: 

Peace…. We wanna say thanks to “It’s Coooool” for being kind in some real tough spots (we remember 

when we we’re all finding out how many people were monitoring the B-Dun “life event”, and it was real 

shocking to a lot of folks including myself, and some folks said…”It’s Cooool”, and we all said..”ohhhh, 

o.k.”…and it calmed down a bit, so we could feel o.k…”special, just for who we are”….also there was a 

lot of laughing and doubting and carrying on…that stuff really stinks…even to this day we are noticing 

the remnants and also picking up on other “collective mind related” social events in people’s heads of 

people…what else is new right?  Lord help us…quite a thing…that’s how it is for folks…A quick thanks 

to “we’ll stop you there”…for helping the employee’s communities, including ourselves, understand that 

a “public trust” non profit entity is for the public, and with the budget set, can only do so much. Thanks 

guys…Father have responsibilities to help raise their kids…we can only do so much God bless) 

Also to “We don’t mind ourselves, teaching the world we all stink, so don’t judge” (non of us mind our 

own smells, most of the world will always still sniff their farts, have bad breathe, smell their fingers and 

do weird things….the point is, that since we are all living in this connected energy reality, our “Depth of 

Understanding” folks many “special people”, we would like to proudly remember, teach us many very 

important things, while the mean denial people still sit around denying the space camera reality, and 

expecting someone else to help their “subjects”. It’s not our responsibility?) 

 

And to the light power jugglers for being friends in real tough moments, we thank you so much, also to 

the non horse attached friendlies who teach the world the need for inner peace. (In 2006? We had 

taken a leap to take our “Depth of Understanding vision, and turn it into a non-profit…tah dah…look 

how far we’ve come guys …and we were also trying to clear as many snicker faces and haters that we 

could. So many loving and discerning people really cared for all those years that I was/we were “plugged 

in to the Matrix” and then finally “waking up” takes a lot of community effort, that’s why we all 

genuinely care about eachother so much. The world could use that type of belief in each other. To 

anyone having tough times, we wish we could help, please reach out to those who can help you. To be 

perfectly honest, the B rap game is dead in the water, and now we who are surviving are witnessing 

some real reconciliation as the B Dunc haters get finally woken up and communicated to, and water 

unda the bridge gets realized…the haters now get dragged though the mud on their own doing….not our 

fault….it’s do unto others….all we can do is wish folks well and keep trying to communicate the love and 
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discernment message to rise above the senseless controversies…somebody said…”don’t need another 

Duncan?”...Well, Weeee don’t need anotha over-emotional hater/heckler to school…ain’t got tha 

time… and for real…with all these real professionals in the air around all the time, how can people still 

doubt our commitment to the non-profit?.. what a joke, we developed the vision collectively 

together…the nerve of people…we hope they calm their nerves…for their own health) 

Verse: Let us break it down, professional all around, now back to our composure, sober or tha dojer, let 

the fun things awake, ditch tha hate fundamentally, we know, speak it like a soldier, seasoned with tha 

love a sense of history convincingly, solving mysteries for friends who need a friend so lets agree, to free 

ourselves, no anxiety keep it crystal clear,  it’s channel the healthy bodies or clearing social events 

mentally. Try ta find tha balance in our own way, if we sound like we forgot our self love, it’s some 

hater, look we don’t say, derogatory subconscious things, about ourselves it’s really death it don’t work 

for what the future brings, dues internally externally but watch it or it’s over no regret remorse for 

death (dealth) it’s life and keep it low for, a positive happening, snicker faces laughin, Lord knows we 

need some help to deal with haters, sad thing. (thanks to our hearing impaired and word document 

relayer friends, we love you for caring, some hater folks dis me/us on the t.v./radio/albums and this is 

the only way to express something about it ) 

 

Hook: “It’s Cooool, we’re thankful for anything, don’t worry, just chill, no hurry” 

(4 times) (we used to just be happy to have a bit of change and to stroll down the way and take our 

time… that’s gotta still be the simple joy we have, or a quiet reading session…that’s the goods..) 

 

Verse: Here we go again, just moment after moment, gotta find tha right component simple things is all 

my friend, careful what we give meaning to, respect, honor protects and corrects the prime direction, do 

what ya do, breathe, keep it goin, peace to EYE turned ta BZ, still a talent slow n easy, grateful for tha 

times we still have, that’s family, we keep eachother alive we can thrive thanks to trilogy, Father Son 

Holy Spirit, in our bones blood molecues, knit together in love so it’s all cool, if that’s the message 

(invest) the message, we can’t forget invisible assignments, true, peace to Capital Q, yup, God designed 

it, relativity, positivity, Global hood, that’s reality, Doctor Noble and the family, blasting rhymes 

stressors, fake blessors, out vestors, snort jesters, cope with hope, lift it up, get em out of me 

 

 

Hook: “It’s Cooool, we’re thankful for anything, don’t worry, just chill, no hurry” 

(4 times) 
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Outro: Peace, so we’re just trying to be comfortable, considering the potential social events in our minds 

everyday. Takin’ it slow n easy. And when they go against us, they don’t realize they’re disrespecting a 

community of people, and they find that out eventually, we thank you God, please help us, thanks 

Amen. And some Hecklers don’t know how it works over the long term. And to the haters, that’s still a 

thousand dollars a minute. It’s God’s law. That’s DO UNTO OTHERS. Peace. Onelove. 

 

(just can’t thank everybody enough for caring all these years, we wish you peace, joy, health, well being, 

patience, love for yourself, renewed hope everyday, a sense of humor…it’s good for the immune 

system…, and general happiness, remember that you are loved. Take care…)  


